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wide consumption
articles

Strait salamis
with diam.
65 mm
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Product discharge area

Blade for manual
cutting

This machine uses both cotton-
polyester and flax-based threads in the
following colours: beige, white and
red.

Small
portioned
salamis 

Italian
cacciatore
salamis

Straight salamis 
diam. 70 with netted casings
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The strength of our tying machine is its great versatility:
by setting up dedicated programs, the operator can tie a wide
range of salamis such as: verzini, small pork boiled sausages, small
sized salamis, cacciatore salamis, large boiled pork sausages, etc.,
from a diameter .of 30 mm to 75 mm. This machine works
equally well with natural casings from swine, steer
and horse, synthetic casings (fibrus, fibran, na-
turin, cutisin etc.), and all netted casings.

Our tying machine faithfully repro-
duces the hand-made tying thus
combining tradition with high pro-
duction efficiency. 

Irreplaceable for the production of
salamis in rows, this machine can
also build a loop and place it on
one or more salamis, according to
your specific production require-
ments, and select the space between
the tied products (25 or 50 mm).

Front view

optional

Loading device for natural casings

Casing braking device for
synthetic casings

Side view

Control panel equipped with
membrane keyboard

Tying group

Small sausages tying machine Mod. ST-09

Machine technical data:

  -   High production speed 

  -   Compatible with any type of filling machine

  -  Adjustable height of the filling tube

  -  Possibility of setting up product portions

  -  Possibility of saving up to 25 working programs

  -  Use-friendly

  -   Production flexibility
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